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Multiphysics Approach In The
Torsional Analysis Of A
Reciprocating Compressor Train
Electric behavior of motor plays key role in evaluation

BY ANDREA FUSI, FRANCESCO GRASSO,
ALESSANDRO USSI AND ALESSANDRO BAYLON
Introduction
eciprocating compressors generate considerable
torque variations that cause torsional vibrations into
the drive train that, if excessive, could cause the components of the train to fail (e.g., coupling failure, Figure 1).
If the rotor has a superimposed torsional vibration over
the steady rotation, the flux linkages, produced by the induction motor, start to oscillate. This phenomenon modifies
the electromagnetic fields across the air gap between stator and rotor, generating an additional torque, which acts in
conjunction with the rotor’s harmonic excitations. The air
gap effect influences the natural frequencies of the electromechanical system. This means that the electric behavior of
the motor has a significant role in torsional vibration analysis and is necessary to accurately evaluate its contribution.
For this reason, a simplified approach was developed [1,
2] to include the air gap effect inside the study of the torsional
analysis, adding one spring and one damper in the mechanical model obtained from the equivalent shaft of the rotor.
The API 618 standard code for reciprocating compressors recommends that the “torsional natural frequencies
of the complete driver-compressor system (including couplings and any gear unit) shall not be within 10% of any
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n Figure 1. Coupling failure due to torsional vibrations.
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n Figure 2. Induction Motor Torque reaction (∆T) due to motor
speed (∆n) variation.
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variations induce a current pulsation on the
power supply line, which can produce problems
like transformers overheating, electromagnetic
interference and flickering. To prevent these
risks, API codes recommend that current variations shall not exceed respectively 40 or 66% of
the full load current, when an induction or synchronous motor is adopted [3].
To satisfy the API standard, the traditional
simulation is performed in two steps, separating the mechanical and the electrical part of
the system. In fact, torsional vibration analysis
(TVA) is usually carried out by the packager
and, based on its results, source current pulsation analysis (SCPA) is performed by the electric
motor manufacturer.
+ C(t)
C = Cm dyIn this paper, a new approach to performing
namical simulations of reciprocating compressors
driven by an induction motor is presented, consisting in the simultaneous simulation of the complete electromechanical system and performed
using an internally developed multiphysics model
tool in MATLAB.

n Figure 3. Induction motor air-gap effect.
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The absorbed torque of a reciprocating compressor can be represented by a variable and a
constant term:
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n Figure 4. Air-gap stiffness and damping with Jordan et al. equations.

C=

n Figure 5. Electromechanical model system.
operating shaft speed and within 5% of any multiple of operating shaft speed in the rotating system up to and including the 10th multiple.”
Regarding to the electrical part of the system, torque
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teristic curve (Figure 2).
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+original
C(t) equivalent shaft. The spring
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x = and
TL the
m
damper value are easily obtainable from two simplified equations (shown in Figure 3 for a system
with only 2° of freedom [DOF]) that require only a
few common electric motor parameters (number
k M slip, etc.):
of poles, breakdown torque,
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• where TL is the electric motor time constant
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Electric Motor

J1

15.2 kgm2

Half Coupling

J2

0.27 kgm2

Half Coupling + Flywheel +
Compressor

J3

55.89 kgm2

Second Compressor Cylinder

J4

1.23 kgm2

First Compressor Cylinder

J5

1.24 kgm2

Pump Side Compressor

J6

0.06 kgm2

k1

2.43E+06 Nm/rad

c1

4.69E+02 Nms/rad

k2

5.80E+04 Nm/rad

c2

1.01E+02 Nms/rad

k3

6.12E+06 Nm/rad

c3

1.18E+03 Nms/rad

k4

1.14E+07 Nm/rad

c4

2.20E+03 Nms/rad

k5

1.12E+07 Nm/rad

c5

2.16E+03 Nms/rad

n Table 1. Inertial moments, stiffness and damping of shaft intervals.

[s], TR is the rated torque [Nm], TB is the breakdown torque
[Nm] and SR is the rated slip.
Jordan, et al. [4, 5], presented more detailed equations
that consider also negative damping effect near the supply
frequency, which represents not an energy dissipation but
a phase shift between excitation and vibration, causing an
increase of vibration amplitudes (Figure 4).
CST has developed a new method to perform TVA
and SCPA together by means of a multi-physics model in
MATLAB environment, thus considering the reciprocal effect that the mechanical and electrical parts have on each
other. Figure 5 shows a scheme of the model with a 2 DOF
mechanical system and a three-phase induction motor.
This method guarantees a more accurate evaluation of
the dynamic interaction between electrical and mechanical
systems in steady-state conditions and allows the simulation of transient conditions (start, stop, short circuits, voltage re-closure) evaluating the electromagnetic torque amplification and current pulsations. This allows the packagers
to identify the best selection of the main items of the system
in accordance to API 618 standard code from the earliest
stages of the project.
Case study
A reference case of a compression train composed of
a two-cylinder reciprocating compressor, flywheel, highly
continued on page 30
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ve

6000

V

Rs

0.71

Ω

wLs

11.23

Ω

fe

50

Hz

Rr

0.65

Ω

wLr

10.04

Ω

Tn

3853

Nm

Rm

7680

Ω

wLm

191

Ω

n Table 2. Electrical induction motor data.
TNF

No Air Gap

Simplified Approach

MATLAB Model

Hz

rpm

Hz

rpm

Hz

rpm

First

0

0

3.1

187

3.1

186

Second

10.8

650

13.3

796

13.3

796

-

-

-

-

49.6

2976

Third

234.8

14088

234.8

14088

234.9

14094

Fourth

487.2

29232

487.2

29232

487.2

29232

n Table 3. Torsional natural frequencies comparison.

n Figure 6. Electromagnetic (blue), starting (red) and load (green)

n Figure 8. Three-phase current pulsation in steady-state conditions.

torques at startup.

n Figure 7. Motor (blue), compressor (red) and coupling (green)
speed ramp at startup.
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flexible coupling and induction motor (nr. 6 DOF) has
been studied. Table 1 lists the parameters of the system
model, while Table 2 lists the electrical parameters taken
from the induction motor data sheet. Table 3 shows the
influence of the air gap effect over the value of the natural frequencies, simulated with the simplified approach
and with the multiphysical model in MATLAB that CST
developed. As it is well known, first and second natural
frequencies fluctuate, when the air gap effect is included,
while the higher frequencies (related to mechanical side
of the model) do not change. When the electric motor
model is included, induction motor self-excited torques
appear at vibratory frequencies near the supply one
(“negative damping” effect).
As mentioned, the electromechanical model allows simultaneous solving of TVA and SCPA in the early stage of
the job, thus avoiding possible later expensive modifications in terms of time and money.
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circuits, voltage re-closure) and estimates the current pulThis CST tool allows transient analysis. These kinds of insations at an early stage during the project, which is also a
vestigations are not always strictly required by the standards,
design criterion of API 618.
but they can provide some useful information in any case.
In further works, the focus will be on development proceThe simulation revealed that almost no torque oscillations
dures that optimize the choice of parts, such as the coupling
are present when the steady state is reached. This fact can be
and the flywheel, and reducing the costs during the design
explained with the use of a soft coupling that tends to soften
phase. In addition, the focus will be also on the investigathe alternate torques. By observing Figures 6, 7 and 8, some
tion of negative damping effects in reciprocating compressor
considerations regarding the transient phase can be made:
trains with all-steel couplings, which are generally more sen• The torque oscillation at the startup remains within acsitive to this phenomenon than the highly flexible ones. CT2
ceptable limits (2x nominal torque).
• The induction motor has a torque oscillation that ocSee references at: ct2.co/references
curs at line frequency (50 Hz) as
expected. This justifies the API
requirement to separate torsional
natural frequencies from the first
COMPRESSOR LUBRICATION SYSTEMS
and second multiplies of the electrical power supply frequency by
more than 10 and 5%, respectively.
• The coupling torque oscillations
are not amplified when passing
through the resonance (796 rpm,
2.8 s). This is due to the presence
of damping in the system and to
the short time in which the compressor passes through the resonance region.
• The maximum torque acting on the
coupling occurs at the electric motor
breakdown torque as expected.
• Starting from these, the current
pulsations percentage for the
reference case (estimated as
per [6]) is 1.3%, so it is possible
to affirm that they are allowable.
Furthermore, it allows getting an
estimation of the current pulsations much earlier in the project.

WHEN
MACHINES
STOP,
PROBLEMS
START.

Conclusions
A new method to conduct torsional
vibration and source current pulsation
analysis has been developed. The
study has been carried out considering
the reciprocal effect that the mechanical and electrical parts have between
each other.
For this purpose, a multi-physics
model in Matlab environment has been
developed to perform the TVA and the
SCPA at the same time.
This new approach, theoretically
more accurate than the ones in the
literature, allows the simulation of
not only steady state conditions but
also transient ones (start, stop, short
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